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Daniel Linehan's choreographic work is intent on softly obscuring the line that separates dance from 
everything else. He approaches performance-making from the point of view of a curious amateur, 
testing various interactions between dance and non-dance forms, searching for unlikely conjunctions, 
juxtapositions, and parallels between texts, movements, images, songs, videos, and rhythms. Linehan
created choreographic work in New York for four years, and re-located to Brussels in September 2008
to study in the Research Cycle at P.A.R.T.S. 

The first dance that Linehan performed in New York was the solo Digested Noise (Nov. 2004). In 
Digested Noise Linehan creates a sense of the abrupt, irrational jump-cuts that occur in human 
thought as part of daily experience. During 2005-2006, Linehan developed two group choreographies 
with a team of four other dancers: The Sun Came (Jan. 2006) and Human Content Pile (Dec. 2006). 
These works are again structured according to the logic of jump-cuts. In these pieces, there are bits of
narrative, emotional, visual, and physical material which are placed next to each another in time, in 
order to see how meaning emerges in the in-between spaces – in the transitions from one material to 
another. 

Linehan’s next project was the solo Not About Everything (Nov. 2007). This performance is an actual
attempt to remain clear-sighted and lucid amid the literal physiological disorientation that accompanies
30 minutes of relentlessly spinning in circles.

Linehan began attending the Research Cycle at P.A.R.T.S. in Brussels in September 2008. While at 
P.A.R.T.S., he created two new performances. The first, Montage for Three (May 2009) is a duet that
examines the language of a Choreography-of-Images. The source material for the choreography is 
taken entirely from photographs and movie stills, which is projected in “unison” with the movement of 
the two dancers. This kind of process raises questions about the relationship between the live 
performing bodies onstage and the mechanical/motionless/dead bodies in the photograph. 

For his final graduation project at P.A.R.T.S., Linehan created the quartet Being Together without 
any Voice (May 2010). This piece focuses on social interactions between people that occur without 
language. The ways that the performers interact—or avoid interaction—are paradoxical. The 
performers are engaged in something which might be useless labor, or which might be a purposeful 
game. Each performer treats the other as an object, and treats himself/herself as an other. At first the 
contradictions within their behavior appear strange, but over time their way of being together becomes
more and more recognizable. 



In his first year after graduating from P.A.R.T.S., Linehan created the trio Zombie Aporia (Mar. 2011).
This choreography breaks down the boundaries that separate body from voice, sound from image, 
rhythm from meaning. It is a performance that seeks to discover possibility within apparently 
impossible contradictions: music that is the result of dancing, emotional expression that begins 
physically, spontaneous feelings that are designed, words that give more of a sense of vibration than 
meaning. 

In the following year, Linehan created Gaze is a Gap is a Ghost (Oct. 2013). In this piece, he used a 
point-of-view video camera to give the impression that the audience can see through the eyes of the 
three dancers. From the “inside” view, it appears that it is not so much the dancers who are moving, 
but rather the theater space itself which is spinning around and turning upside down. The time 
discrepancy between the video recording and the live performance introduces tiny fissures which open
up the possibility for multiple simultaneous realities. 

In the 2012-2013 season, Linehan was an artist associé at deSingel. During this season, he 
collaborated with Michael Helland to lead a week-long workshop and performance called Vita Activa. 
In this project, 40 unemployed people were guided to participate in one-on-one encounters in which 
they exchanged one hour’s worth of work for one hour’s worth of work, whatever that work might be. 
Their collective experience was recounted in a performance which highlighted the networks that 
emerged, and which revealed the different values that are implied and embodied by these different 
types of work. 

In November, Linehan presented the solo lecture-performance Doing While Doing at deSingel. In this
performance, Linehan dances excerpts from five of his choreographies while speaking about dance, 
literature, politics, and news events from recent history.

During his residency at deSingel, Linehan also worked with Gerard Leysen of the graphic design team
Afreux to create a book, A No Can Make Space. In this book, Linehan collects writings and poetic 
fragments that he has written as part of his choreographic practice, and finds ways of giving 
movement to these texts – a text as a game, as an interaction, as a dance. Linehan's book was 
published in October 2013.

In December 2013, Linehan presented untitled duet as part of the the Tate Live: Performance Room 
Series. In this piece, the two dancers execute hundreds of detailed movements which have been 
meticulously designed in response to a score of spoken words. The dancers speak about endings, 
endings of films, books, the ending of the world, etc. The performance took place in an empty room 
with two chairs and a single camera, and was transmitted live over the internet via webcast.

In 2013, after almost a decade of sustained artistic achievement in dance and choreography, Linehan
established Hiatus, a new company based in Brussels, in order to support his ongoing creations and 
touring of repertory.

In May 2014, Linehan premiered The Karaoke Dialogues. One part karaoke, one part philosophical 
dialogue, and one part dance choreography, this work takes texts from six literary sources (Aeschylus,
Plato, Cervantes, Dostoyevsky, Kafka, and Freud), and uses these texts as the rhythmic source for a 
series of intricate dances. The seven dancers embody the texts in unconventional ways, allowing a 
new perspective on how we can give voice and body to the texts we read.

February 2015 saw the premiere of Un Sacre du Printemps at deSingel in Antwerp, Linehan's 
distinctive interpretation of Stravinsky's famous score. In this choreography for 13 dancers, Linehan 
focuses on the sudden cuts and interruptions in the music, as well as the many moments where the 
music seems to begin again. It is a dance performance that is continually beginning again, as the 
dancers highlight the energy of the music with vibrant dancing that focuses not on the narrative of 
death and sacri fice, but instead on the excess of life that can be heard in the music. The performance 
features a two-piano version of the score played live by Alain Franco and Jean-Luc Plouvier.

Linehan was an Artiste Associé 2012-2014 at deSingel (Antwerpen, BE), New Wave Associate 2012-
2014 at Sadler’s Wells (London, UK) and is currently Artist-in-Residence at l’Opéra de Lille (FR) since 
January 2013.


